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The Real Latins
Excerpted from the 13th article of William Pierce’s “Who We Are: a Series of
Articles on the History of the White Race”:

Today, when we speak of “Latins,” we
reflexively think of short, swarthy, excitable
people who are inordinately fond of loud
rhythms, wine, spicy food, and seduction,
and who aren’t to be taken very seriously.
That is not an accurate image of all

speakers of Romance languages, of course. Many individuals of
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and Romanian nationality
are as racially sound as the average Swede or German. Yet, the
image persists, and for good reason.

The Latini, the Northern tribesmen who settled Latium in the
ninth century B.C. and founded Rome a century later, were
something altogether different. Most of today’s Latins share
nothing with those of 28 centuries ago except the name. Not only
are the two strikingly different in appearance and temperament,
but every element of the culture the original Latins created as an
expression of their race-soul has been fundamentally transformed
by those who claim that name today.

Even the character and tone of the modern languages derived
from that of the Latini are profoundly different. The Romance
languages, overburdened with vowels, have a soft, effeminate air
that was never present in the language of the early Romans, which
was as hard and manly as the people themselves. (The Romans did
not say See-sar or Sis-ero; they said Kai-sar and Kick-ero.)

Virtuous Race

Above all, the Latini were a people to be taken seriously. They
brought with them to Italy the spirit of the northern forests
whence they had come. They took themselves and life very
seriously indeed.

Duty, honor, responsibility: to the early Romans these were the
elements which circumscribed a man’s life. Their virtues (the
Latin root of the word means “manliness”) were strength of body
and will, perseverance, sobriety, courage, hardiness, steadiness of
purpose, attentiveness to detail, intelligence, and the
characteristically Nordic will to order. Through these virtues they
brought the world under their sway and created a civic edifice of
such magnificence that it has ever since provided the standard
against which all others are measured.

The Romans shaped the world around them—its institution, its
politics, its attitudes, and its lifestyles—more extensively and more
profoundly than anyone else has, and then they perished. That fact
has fascinated and occupied the energies of historical scholars as
no other topic. What were the reasons that the Romans rose so
high and then fell so far?

Typically Indo-European

When they arrived in the Italian peninsula in the ninth century the
Latins, like their Italic neighbors before them, brought with them
institutions and customs which were typically Indo-European. In a
great many ways they remind us of the Mycenaean Greeks
described by Homer. In the social and political institutions of the
early Romans, in particular, we can see elements which were as
familiar to the Dorians three centuries earlier as they were to the
Celts and Germans ten centuries later. Just as the languages of all
these kindred Northern peoples were derived from a common
source, so were their modes of organizing and governing
themselves.

The earliest history of the Romans is partly shrouded in the mists
of antiquity. The Latins were not as fond of writing books as were
the Greeks, and only a few inscriptions in stone have come down
to us from the time prior to the fifth century B.C.—and not a great
deal after that, until the second century B.C. The oral traditions of
the Roman people from the eighth century B.C. are a blend of
myth and history and must be taken cum grano salis, as they
would have said.

Latins, Sabines, Etruscans

Very early in its history, Romulus’ hilltop village of Latins joined
forces with a neighboring village of Sabines, the Titienses. The
Sabines and the Latins were of very closely related Indo-European
stocks, and the amalgamation did little to change social
institutions, other than doubling the number of senators.

A few years later, however, the Etruscan Luceres—of non-Indo-
European stock—were absorbed by the growing Rome. Although
the Etruscans remained a tribe apart from the Latin and Sabine
inhabitants of the city, without patrician status, this condition was
destined not to last.

Kings of Rome

Tradition gives the date 716 B.C. for the death of the Latin founder
of Rome, Romulus. He had long before carried out the
amalgamation of his tribe with the Titienses, and a year after he
died the combined Latin-Sabine populus chose a Sabine, Numa
Pompilius, as the second king of Rome.

For a century the kingship alternated between Latin and Sabine,
but about the year 616 B.C. it passed to a man who was neither. He
was Tarquinius Priscus (Tarquin the Elder) and was said to be the
son of a Greek father and an Etruscan mother. How a half-
Etruscan came to be king of the Romans is not clear; the
traditional account is not convincing.

Probably what happened is that Rome suffered a military defeat at
the hands of one of the powerful Etruscan communities on the
other side of the Tiber. In any event, Tarquin forced the Romans
to accept 100 new patrician families from among the Etruscan
inhabitants of the city. Although the Etruscan patricians were
accorded a status subordinate to that of the elders of the Latin and
Sabine clans (the former were designated patres minorum
gentium, or “fathers of the lesser clans”), time eventually blurred
this distinction; the Etruscans entered the Senate, bringing the
number of senators to 300, where it remained for more than five
centuries, until the dictatorship of Julius Caesar.

Servian “Reforms”

It was Tarquin’s successor, Servius Tullius, however, who wrought
changes which were to have much more profound racial
consequences: in essence, Servius made the plebs a part of the
populus Romanus. He accomplished this by overshadowing the
patrician assembly, the Comitia Curiata, with two new popular
assemblies, one civil and one military.

Gold over Blood

Servius certainly cannot be accused of being a democrat. Yet he
clearly initiated the process which eventually led to the
ascendancy of gold over blood in Roman society, just as Solon had
done in Athens a few years earlier.

Four Factors

The following centuries saw the political power of the plebs
increase greatly relative to that of the patricians, while wealth
continued to gain weight relative to race and family.

The Romans survived the founding of the Republic by roughly a
millennium, but we are not concerned in this series with the
political and cultural details of their history, except as these details
have a salient racial significance. Therefore, the emphasis in the
following historical summary is rather different than that found in
most textbooks on Roman history.

Let us focus on four factors: first, the growing racial diversity of
the Roman state; second, the eventual decadence of Rome’s
patricians; third, the differential in birthrates between Rome’s
patrician and plebeian classes; and fourth, the effects on the
Roman peasantry of large-scale slavery as a capitalist institution.
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Time to use the spear, not the shield!
The recent exchange between Greg Johnson and Hadding Scott on
the Holocaust is proof that at least some revisionists are deceiving
themselves. Take a look at this:

A rational person who has agreed to the common understanding
of what the word Holocaust means, and has given a little
thought to the matter, would have to concede that Anne Frank
was a victim [of] a wartime disease epidemic. The same kind of
disease epidemic has occurred in many European wars… [—
Hadding, way below]

So Hadding is saying that Anne Frank died of a natural cause,
typhus epidemics, omitting to say that her body defenses were
weakened as a result of being interned at the Bergen-Belsen
concentration camp!

Enjoy the whole exchange and pay special attention to Hadding’s
semantic flim-flam (no ellipsis added between unquoted
comments):

♣

Hadding said…

Holocaust revisionism primarily challenges the facts of the
Holocaust narrative, usually focusing on death totals and
techniques of extermination.

I am not aware of any important revisionist focused, as Greg
Johnson says, on quibbling about death-totals. Jews always would
like to say that revisionists are just quibbling about numbers, but
serious revisionism has a much more radical criticism than that.

Second, Holocaust death totals are never going to be revised to
zero.

The position of Professor Robert Faurisson is precisely that the
Holocaust death-toll is zero. He is able to say this because he
begins by defining the word Holocaust: an alleged program of the
German government to kill all of Europe’s Jews. There is no
evidence for such a program.

The question of how Jews died is crucial. Jews that died of typhus,
like Ann Frank, are not legitimately counted as Holocaust victims,
because in their deaths they were not intended victims of any
program.

How is the German government supposed to have killed Jews in
this program? Usually at least 4 million are claimed to have been
killed in gas-chambers, either with HCN gas (Auschwitz-Birkenau)
or diesel exhaust (Aktion Reinhardt). The other methods by which
Jews are alleged to have been killed, hanging and shooting, cannot
be unambiguously represented as part of a program to kill all
Jews: when the Einsatzgruppen shot Jews on the Eastern Front in
retaliation for guerrilla actions, or Jews in camps were hanged for
sabotage, it did not have to be interpreted as the expression of an
intention to kill all Jews. The gas-chamber story however is
unambiguous. The gas-chamber story therefore is the Holocaust.

Because the gas-chamber story is the Holocaust, we can say that
the death-toll of the Holocaust is precisely zero.

You can say that a lot of Jews died during the war (although Mark
Weber becomes very irresponsible when he concedes that
“millions” lost their lives) but there is not one that can be
demonstrated to have been gassed. More to the point: there is no
alleged homicidal gas-chamber that withstands forensic scrutiny.

When a criminal accusation has no evidence to support it, when
key evidence ostensibly supporting the accusation turns out to be
fraudulent, we take the position that the accusation is false.

Greg Johnson said…

Hadding, I deal with your points in section 5 above [Greg refers to
his recent featured article at The Occidental Observer], in the
third point of the bulleted list. Claiming that the Holocaust did not
happen on the basis of a strict definition of the term (the plan to
kill all Jews) strikes ordinary people as morally obtuse quibbling
about definitions, which ignores the facts that (1) Jews were
singled out for especially harsh treatment by the Germans, and (2)
countless innocent Jews lost their lives because of that policy. In
the end, that is all one need claim to say that the Jews suffered
their greatest tragedy at the hands of the Third Reich during
World War II. Even if the genocidal intent, the gas chambers, etc.
go the way of human soap and lampshades, that fact is never going
to disappear, so it is indeed fortunate that the fortunes of White
Nationalism do not depend on Holocaust revisionism.

Hadding said…

The principle that a clear discussion has to begin with a clear
definition of what is being discussed derives from Socrates and
Plato. Staying in the realm of mushy, malleable terms, one can
never really resolve anything.

Anybody who thinks that establishing what is to be proven is
“morally obtuse quibbling” needs to be excluded from the
discussion of adults.

I don’t care that most people’s thought-processes are mush. I am
not going to compromise for them. You can’t really win those
people anyway, until you control their TV shows. I am interested
in the people that are able to think.

And there are White Nationalists who are not Holocaust
revisionists. Indeed, there are some who hope that the
revisionists are wrong.

I wonder who those people could be? The few such individuals
that I have encountered over the years were very crude. To think
this way would seem to require the combination of unusual
degrees of thoughtlessness and callousness. I imagine such a
person to be a low-grade criminal-type.

Is this a type of person whose opinion we should value?

Greg Johnson said…

Hadding, I should have said “normal” people rather than
“ordinary” people. Normal people think that reducing the
Holocaust death total to zero merely by stipulating a particular
definition of the Holocaust is morally obtuse quibbling about
definitions.

I think it is morally obtuse quibbling about definitions, which is
something different than dealing with historical facts, namely the
facts that the Germans singled the Jews out for harsh treatment
and that many innocent Jews died because of these policies. That
is the worst thing that ever happened to the Jews, and it will
continue to be a millstone around our people’s neck until we deal
with the real sources of Jewish power and white weakness.

Hadding said…

My view is that H-revisionism is not part of an intellectually
sound defense of WN, whatever soundness H-revisionism might
possess as a field of historical research.

You’re going to be dragged into that issue whether you want it or
not. To respond that it has no relevance because you’ve drawn an
imaginary chalk-line that puts Hitler (“Old Right”) on one side
and Greg Johnson (“New Right”) on the other is not going to
convince anybody, for one thing because nobody, so far as I know,
has ever used the term Old Right that way before. Everybody is
going to see you as trying to dodge the issue.

Hadding, I should have said “normal” people rather than
“ordinary” people. Normal people think that reducing the
Holocaust death total to zero merely by stipulating a particular
definition of the Holocaust is morally obtuse quibbling about
definitions.

Okay so I am abnormal because I demand clarity?

You said what you meant the first time. Ordinary people means
people who don’t do much thinking. The Holocaust story has been
able to survive largely because people don’t want to think about it.
They would rather agree to give the Jews some money to take
away the gory pictures than to investigate whether what is being
said is valid or not. It is reprehensible that our thinking class has
allowed the Jews to get away with this.

Any intelligent discussion of the matter must begin with a
definition of what is being discussed. The fact that a typhus
casualty like Anne Frank can be passed off as a famous “victim of
the Holocaust” shows that failure to think through what is meant
by the word Holocaust, i.e. failure to define the term, is a large
part of the problem.

If you reject the proposition that terms have to be defined before a
rational discussion can occur then I have to ask from what kind of
sorry institution you got your doctorate, because, while you are
manifestly able to churn out large quantities of verbiage as needed
to meet word-counts and term-paper due-dates, the foundation of
clear discourse has somehow been neglected.

Greg Johnson said…

RE “not dealing with the Holocaust” or “running away from the
Holocaust”: you are begging the question, since I take pains to
argue that WNs do need to deal with the Holocaust, but Holocaust
revisionism is not the way to do it.

Hadding said…

since I take pains to argue that WNs do need to deal with the
Holocaust, but Holocaust revisionism is not the way to do it.

You advocate a lame conservative response, which means not
challenging the assumptions, even when you know that they are
false. Idealistic people will have only contempt for this.

Greg Johnson said…

Hadding, you need to deal with my arguments rather than simply
try to stick negative labels on them.

Hadding said…

Since I explained what I meant by conservative rhetoric (not
challenging the enemy’s assumptions) it should be pretty much
self-evident that this is an accurate description.

Greg Johnson said…

Hadding, I argued at great length what you label “challenging the
enemy’s assumptions” (i.e., Holocaust revisionism) is not a
winning hand for white nationalism. You don’t challenge that
argument. You just try to hang a negative label on it. Well, if this
be conservatism, then I’ll make the most of it, since my argument
still stands unchallenged. Really, I am disappointed that you can’t
come up with something better than this.

1. The distinction between the New Right and the Old Right is real,
not imaginary, so it really does not matter what people who are
ignorant or indifferent to truth say about it.

2. Google: Anne Frank Holocaust victim.

About 630,000 results come up. Yet you claim that she was not a
Holocaust victim because she did not die in a gas chamber, or
because the Germans were not trying to kill every Jew on the
planet. Sensible people look at that kind of argument and
conclude that they are being flim-flammed.

Hadding said…

Back in 2001, a very well-informed gentleman sat me down to
explain Holocaust revisionism. The first words out of his mouth
were, “No serious revisionist denies that a very large number of
innocent Jews died as a result of the Third Reich’s policy of
deporting Jews to concentration camps.” I said, “Stop right
there. That’s all I need to hear. I didn’t need to hear any more…

That’s pretty stupid Greg. Now for some “morally obtuse
quibbling.”

What is a large number of Jews? What is the relationship between
the fact that they were deported and the fact that they died? Was it
deliberate or accidental? Is what happened to the Jews in this
situation a unique event that deserves a special name like
“Holocaust” or was it similar to events that befell various other
populations in modern times?

I will also say that the omission of the name of the “very well-
informed gentleman” is interesting. Who was that man?

Honestly, Greg, I think you are overly sensitive to Jewish
suffering. A man tries to tell you what happened and you say,
“Stop right there! That’s all I need to hear!”

You need to “step over” that squeamishness and deal with the fact
that what happened to Jews in WWII was not unique or special. It
was not an attempt to kill all the Jews. Get your head on straight.
Then when somebody mentions the Holocaust you can say with
serene confidence, “There was no Holocaust.”

Greg Johnson said…

A “serene confidence” won through self-induced imbecility. I’ll
pass.

Hadding said…

What you’ve passed on is putting thought ahead of sentimentality.
You’ve passed on thinking like a man.

You pretend to be some kind of ideological kin to Jonathan
Bowden but you really didn’t grasp what Bowden meant by
“stepping over.” Here’s the passage from his speech, Nietzschean
Ideas: it’s a short dialog to demonstrate how one ought to respond
to moralizing, followed by a statement about what people usually
do instead:

You just say, “Liberalism is moral syphilis, and I’m stepping over
it.”
“Well I don’t like the sound of that! You sound like a bit of a
Fascist to me!” And I’d say, “There’s nothing wrong with
Fascism. Nothing wrong with Fascism at all.”

Everyone now adopts a reverse semiotic and runs against what
they actually think in order to convince people that don’t agree
with them anyway.

You, Greg Johnson, are doing and advocating the opposite of what
Jonathan Bowden advocated, even while copying his phrase and
pretending to be influenced by him.

Bowden is “stepping over” liberalism as “moral syphilis,” while
you embrace and hang on to your squeamishness and even
moralize to others that they should be squeamish too.

Bowden asserts that there is “nothing wrong with Fascism,” while
you abuse his expression “stepping over” as a rhetorical excuse for
distancing yourself from Fascism because you lack the fortitude to
side with Bowden. You lack the fortitude to say that there is
nothing wrong with Fascism.

You even engage in the “reverse semiotic,” as Bowden calls it, [for]
trying to make our enemies’ rhetoric work for us. If Bowden were
here, I think he’d be none too pleased with the pretense that you
are implementing his ideas.

Greg Johnson said…

I cite one point by Jonathan Bowden that I agree with, and you
pop up citing other points where we disagree, and pretend it is
somehow a problem with my position. It really is childish.

I agree with Jonathan on the idea that the primary problem of the
Holocaust is moral.

I disagree with him RE Fascism: there’s plenty wrong with
historical Fascism. We should maintain what is good in it, but we
can do better.

No, I am not running a “reverse semiotic”: I am saying what I
really believe. So stop bobbing and weaving and making things up
and start dealing with the actual argument.

Hadding said…

You and Bowden are utterly opposite. Bowden puts a high value
on thinking and masculinity. You represent dodging issues while
using some specious excuse.

You are using a reverse semiotic, for example, when you justify
your use of the term Holocaust with Google hits. That is not a
result of any thinking on your part. You are not authentic, you are
not thinking; instead you are trying to operate within the enemy’s
rhetoric and assumptions. That is a reverse semiotic.

Greg Johnson said…

Hadding, I accept your confession of bad faith and inability to deal
with my arguments.

Hadding said…

Backhanded insults from Greggy:

1. Hadding is not normal.
2. Hadding is morally obtuse.
3. Hadding has “self-induced imbecility.”
4. Hadding speaks in “bad faith.”
5. Hadding is unable to deal with Greggy’s arguments.

I think I’ve dealt very concisely with your slop. Forgive me for not
providing excess verbiage for you to nitpick so that you can
distract attention from my core points.

Greg Johnson said…

The Google search is a good tool to determine public opinion. If
you ask any of our brainwashed brothers and sisters to name one
person who died in the Holocaust, I guarantee Anne Frank would
top the list. Since these are the people whose minds Holocaust
Revisionists presumable wish to liberate, one needs to know what
they think.

Now, imagine what kind of figure Hadding cuts when he says,
huffily, that Anne Frank did not die in the Holocaust, because (a)
she did not die in a gas chamber and the Holocaust is defined as
killing Jews in gas chamber, or (b) there was no Holocaust,
because the Holocaust means the attempt to kill all Jews, and the
Nazis did not do that.

I submit that anyone who took that sort of tack would be seen,
correctly, as a flim-flam man. But let me ask some of the other
commentators here: what do you think of Hadding’s tactic? Does
it free our people of the burden of Holocaust guilt, or does it make
revisionists look bad?

Or do you all just ignore him?

Greg Johnson said…

White guilt and self-punishment induced by the Holocaust is a
serious impediment to white survival.

So we have to attack this problem. There are basically two ways to
do it.

First, one can attack the Holocaust itself via revisionism.

Second, one can attack the psychological and moral roots of the
guilt and self-punishment.

The problem with revisionism is that it cannot revise away the fact
that the Germans singled Jews out for harsh treatment and a lot of
Jews died as a result. The only thing that can be revised away are
the lies and myths told about these events after the fact. But no
serious revisionist denies these facts, and those facts are
Holocaust enough for Jews to be guilt tripping us until the sun
burns out.

Does anybody need any clarification of this argument so far? So
we need to attack our susceptibility to the guilt-tripping.

Exposing the nefarious lies told about these facts does not deal
with the problem, because the victims did not tell the lies. The
survivors did. And the victims will still be pitied, even if the
survivors are revealed to be contemptible liars and swindlers.

So again, we need to focus on immunizing ourselves to
susceptibility to the guilt-tripping.

Arguing that the word “Holocaust” does not apply to the innocent
Jewish casualties of the Third Reich is merely a semantic flim-
flam, since all those poor dead Jews are still there tugging at our
heart-strings, no matter what we call it, or how they were killed, or
the motives for the killings, or the stories told about the killings
long after the war—which are the subjects of revisionism.

Even if not a single hair on an innocent Jewish head were harmed
in the Third Reich, whites would be guilt-tripping and self-
flagellating over slavery, the American Indians, and the passenger
pigeon.

So again, we need to deal with the moral and psychological roots
of the problem.

Hadding said…

Since this is a swipe specifically directed at me, let me just see if I
can give a clearer response than I’ve given already.

Arguing that the word “Holocaust” does not apply to the
innocent Jewish casualties of the Third Reich is merely a
semantic flim-flam, since all those poor dead Jews are still there
tugging at our heart-strings, no matter what we call it…

It’s not about what word is to be used. You’re not grasping at all
what is accomplished by defining the word Holocaust before we
discuss it. If we define our terms, we gain the possibility of clear
discussion. From clear discussion you can get clarification of
thoughts, so that people may end up with a radically different
understanding of a matter as a result of discussing it.

Most people think that “Holocaust” means the attempt by the
German government to kill all the Jews. In particular, they
understand this to mean killing with gas-chambers. That
definition has implications. We can reasonably ask whether
various aspects of what passes for the Holocaust make sense
under that definition.

How does a typhus epidemic make sense as part of a government’s
attempt to kill all the Jews, when the epidemic could not be
limited to Jews? A rational person who has agreed to the common
understanding of what the word Holocaust means, and has given a
little thought to the matter, would have to concede that Anne
Frank was a victim a wartime disease epidemic. The same kind of
disease epidemic has occurred in many European wars, as far back
as the Great Plague of Athens in the Peloponnesian War. But
death in a disease-epidemic is really not what we mean we say “the
Holocaust.”

What has been more powerful than any other piece of “evidence”
in securing popular belief in the Holocaust have been the films
and images of emaciated people, dead and alive, from
concentration camps captured by the Western Allies. Then you
find out that the places where those films were made are no longer
claimed to have been killing centers, and that what the images
show is the effect of a typhus epidemic. So, since we have defined
the term Holocaust as a deliberate attempt to kill all the Jews, we
suddenly find that what has convinced most people that the
Holocaust occurred is really not evidence for it at all. Those
images have been used as spurious evidence to convince the public
that the Holocaust story, specifically the gas-chamber story, was
true, when a little bit of information and rational consideration
reveals that they prove no such thing.

A reasonable person at this point may understand that he has seen
essentially no evidence for this claim called “the Holocaust” that
he always accepted as true.

Definition of terms is the prerequisite for clear discourse.
Sometimes when you clarify the meaning of a word and compare
the meaning to specific examples, you find out that what the word
was supposed to signify doesn’t exist. This is not “flim-flam”: this
is philosophy.

Greg Johnson said…

[responding to another commenter]

1. Yes, I argue that “Whites should concede that Jews suffered
during World War II.” It is true, and no serious revisionist denies
it, and that is all Jews need to keep playing violins and tugging at
the heartstrings of morbidly conscientious whites until we cease to
exist.

2. You then state:

“then you go on to believe that this warrants the continued
application of ‘The Holocaust’, as if there was something
exceptional about Jewish suffering and as if among all of the
peoples that suffered in that war, they are so clearly individuated
as a people as to warrant the dignity of a separate name and
distinct narrative for their experience.”

I think there is a major confusion here.

First, I will charitably assume that, unlike Hadding, you are not
merely objecting to the term “the Holocaust” and pretending that
such autistic semantic quibbles matter.

Second, the major point of my article is that Whites need to stop
caring so much about dead Jews. We need to stop thinking like
Jews (i.e., in a Judeo-centric way) and come up with a white-
centered perspective on genocide, because whites are being
destroyed right now by soft, cold genocide. Moreover, Jews are
the major architects of that genocide. Jews have (and continue) to
subject whites to genocide on a far larger scale than anything that
happened to the Jews in WW II. Once we start thinking that way,
we are immune to the Holocaust guilt trip.

Third, everything is unique metaphysically speaking. But
everything is also comparable to everything else. Jews insist that
the Holocaust is both unique (which is trivially true) and
incommensurable (which is false). That is just a projection of
Jewish hyper-ethnocentrism, which the rest of humanity needs to
identify and reject. Jews can sell this absurdity because they have
the power and money to do so. We need to immunize our people
so they stop buying it.

3. You are misrepresenting my views on Israel. Philosophically
speaking, if ethnonationalism is true and good, it applies to Jews
too. I think we need to be consistent and principled on that point.

But that does not imply any sort of political support of Israel: no
aid, no alliances, nothing. Of course it doesn’t exclude them either.
For it is conceivable that a WN state might find such things to be
in their interests (really in their interests).

As for any relations between WNs today and Jews: I make it very
clear that the European nationalists who suck up to Jews are fools
who are being played. Jews are the most powerful people on the
planet. White nationalists have no power at all. Nobody makes
alliances with the powerless. So when Jews try to establish
friendly ties with White Nationalists, there can be only one
agenda: the subversion of White Nationalism.

Hadding said…

First, I will charitably assume that, unlike Hadding, you are not
merely objecting to the term “the Holocaust”…

I have explained very clearly that this is not what I am about. I
define terms so that they can be discussed intelligently.

This accusation of merely trying to change what things are called
as a kind of “flim-flam” is really projection on your part.

♣

Read the 500+
responses to Greg
Johnson’s piece at
TOO here.

As to whether or not
millions of Jews died

as a result of the “harsh treatment” they received in the Third
Reich, this is my strategy: Stop using revisionism as a shield
against the Jews’ accusations (“I didn’t do it!”). Use your spear
instead (“You started the massive killing of white civilians, fucking
kikes!”). As explained in my response to Greg in the above-linked
thread:

So we need to rethink the issue and find a new way.
[—Greg Johnson]

The “new way” is so obvious. Forget revising the
Holocaust story. Focus on what the Jews actually
did: Yagoda killed more innocent people than those
attributed to Himmler.

As someone who used to comment at TOO [Wandrin]
has said: Hitler didn’t win an electoral majority. He won
most seats and was given the Chancellorship by the
German elite in 1933: the year after the Jewish
Bolsheviks deliberately starved six million Ukrainians to
death. Can there be any real doubt that the threat of the
Bolshevik terror influenced both the German voters and
the decision to give Hitler the Chancellorship? Why isn’t
this taught in the schools?

Tens of millions killed in the first industrial scale mass
murder in history from 1917 onwards—the Red Terror
and War Communism under Lenin and Trotsky’s
leadership long before Stalin—culminating in the
deliberate starvation of six million Ukrainians in 1932 as
revenge for past anti-Jewish pogroms. Why isn’t this
taught in the schools?

Trillions of dollars and millions of man-hours have gone
into creating a global memorial to the Holocaust—films,
books, indoctrination of millions of school children,
countless museums—and absolutely nothing to
commemerate the tens of millions murdered by the
Jewish Bolsheviks? Not only a Holocaust in its own right
but the primary cause of the subsequent Fascist reaction
they say came out of inherent evil of the Aryan nature: a
position that would be impossible to sustain if Jewish
involvement in the Bolshevik holocaust was more widely
known.

So, compare and contrast the collective memorial to the
Jewish dead with the collective non-memorial to the
non-Jewish dead and you have Talmudic morality
caught in the headlights.

Every single penny they spent on building
Holocaustianity then works for us. Every film, every
book, every museum highlights their denial of the
Bolshevik holocaust and the value they place on non-
Jewish dead: Zero.

Use this to destroy their moral authority first and then
their power to enforce taboos…

Time to use the spear, not the shield!
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Greg Johnson and
Andrew Hamilton

on William Pierce

Note of 26 May 2015: My response to Johnson’s “I regarded him
as a monster…” appears in my article “Dies irae”, a piece that gave
the title to my book Day of Wrath.
 

William Pierce died ten years ago today. Pierce
was an immensely influential and intensely
polarizing figure. But ten years should be long
enough for passions to cool and reflections to
ripen. Thus to commemorate his passing we are
publishing several articles this week which, we
hope, will encourage a greater appreciation of
his contributions to White Nationalism.

I also wish to draw your attention to some of Pierce’s best writings
which I have reprinted on this website:

1.- “Conservatism or Radicalism?”

2.- “Dostoyevsky on the Jews”

3.- “Elites vs. Masses”

4.- “Rudyard Kipling: The White Man’s Poet”

5.- “The Measure of Greatness”

6.- “Miscegenation: The Morality of Death”

7.- “On Christianity”

8.- “On Liberty”

9.- “Our Cause”

10.- “Racethink”

11.- “Rockwell: A National Socialist Life”

12.- “The Roots of Civilization”

13.- “What is Racism?”

14.- “Why Conservatives Can’t Win”

15.- “Why the West Will Go Under”

Personal Reflections 

I first encountered William Pierce’s writings in 2000. I believe
that I first heard his name in March in connection to Savitri Devi:
As editor of National Socialist World, Pierce created an
abridgement of The Lightning and the Sun for the first issue. In
later issues, he published excerpts from Gold in the Furnace and
Defiance.

Some time later, on April 22, 2000, I purchased The Turner
Diaries and Hunter from Dent Myers at his Wildman’s Shop in
Kennesaw, Georgia. Frankly, I found them repulsive, The Turner
Diaries in particular. Pierce may have been inspired by National
Socialism, but his model of revolution was pure Lenin and his
model of government pure Stalin. If he had the power, he would
have killed more people than Lenin, Stalin, Mao, and Pol Pot
combined. He epitomizes everything about the Old Right model
that I reject: one party politics, totalitarianism, terrorism,
imperialism, and genocide. At the time, I remarked that as a
novelist and political theorist Pierce was a first rate physicist.

I regarded him as a monster…

Read it all!

♣

William Pierce, the founder and head of the National Alliance,
was a singularly important ideologist, organizer, and leader in the
white nationalist movement.

His energy, commitment, drive, intelligence, and—given the
sinister forces arrayed against us—accomplishments, are truly
remarkable. Like George Lincoln Rockwell, David Duke, and a few
others, he was a Superman. It is difficult to comprehend the
powerful life force and capabilities such men incarnate.

Pierce was a prolific author. A collected edition of his writings,
including personal correspondence and speeches, would run to
many, many volumes.

Most of his enormous output was not in the form of books,
however, but rather essays, articles, organizational guides,
membership bulletins, speeches, correspondence, and weekly
American Dissident Voices radio/Internet broadcasts.

His written work is thus highly fragmented, scattered, and not
easily accessible in one or a few books. His enormous contribution
to the cause of white survival will suffer greatly as a result,
disappearing down the memory hole in relatively short order.

It is crucial that we build upon the past accomplishments of our
best thinkers rather than continuously striving to reinvent the
wheel every generation as people die, are murdered, jailed, or
otherwise silenced.

There are five extended works by Pierce, two (or perhaps three) of
which are effectively unavailable.

His two novels, The Turner Diaries (1978) and Hunter (1989).

A historical overview of the white race called Who We Are,
originally published as a series of articles in National Vanguard
tabloid (May 1978-May 1982) before it switched to magazine
format.

This series has never been published in book form. Several years
ago the National Alliance announced plans to issue such a volume,
but it did not materialize. The series can be found in electronic
format on a handful of websites. (See, e.g., the 225-page PDF
version here and an HTML version here.)

As a consequence, Who We Are has probably been read by only a
handful of people who followed every installment in the tabloid
thirty years ago, and a few enterprising contemporaries inclined to
read online books in an inconvenient electronic format. Of course,
potential readers also need to know the book exists, and possess a
desire to read it.

To these volumes must be added the underappreciated anthology
The Best of Attack! and National Vanguard Tabloid, 1970-1982
(1984) compiled by former National Alliance member Kevin
Alfred Strom. It is a fascinating, indispensable book that is
historically significant and substantively engaging. Virtually the
entire contents were written by Pierce, with the exception of a few
major articles by Ted O’Keefe and others.

Unfortunately, the volume is out of print. A new copy currently
sells for $258 on Amazon. Four used copies are more reasonably
priced, ranging from $66-$133. A PDF copy of the book is
available online, but the file is very large and difficult to read.

Finally, there is the National Alliance Membership Handbook,
which is not publicly available.

Other than these works, Pierce’s vast output, which, though
multifaceted, is nevertheless highly coherent, exists only in
fragmented form. It is impossible to grasp holistically unless the
reader is already thoroughly familiar with the man and his work—
which, of course, most people are not.

These facts, coupled with Jewish and government obsession with
the two novels, particularly The Turner Diaries, tend to give
Pierce’s fiction a larger place in his oeuvre than it objectively
warrants.

The Novels

Had I discovered his novels first, I doubt that I would ever have
explored the main body of his work. Still, the novels are
instructive.

First, they constitute an important element of Pierce’s overall
production and are perhaps more widely known, possibly even
more widely read, than the bulk of his work.

I do believe that the most important people who have been
intellectually influenced by Pierce were primarily drawn to his
other writings. The novels, however, were especially influential
among radical activists.

Second, I was greatly surprised to discover soon after I read them
how popular the books were. I would never have guessed that.
Whites are psychologically very heterogeneous compared to Jews,
who have been likened to a hive or, more flatteringly, a “herd of
independent minds”—emphasis on herd.

Third, and most importantly, the novels provide a window into
Pierce’s true psychology and values that cannot be obtained from
his nonfiction, no matter how angry or violent the rhetoric
sometimes is.

My initial reaction to the novels was puzzlement as to why the
Jews and government wanted to censor them, or even close
normal channels of marketing and distribution to them.

To me, the books were self-refuting. I naively assumed other
readers would feel the same way. I thought the author had shot
himself, and his cause, in the foot, so to speak.

I was certainly wrong about that. So that was a valuable lesson to
learn as well.

Not everyone thinks alike…

Read it all!
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La Venus Endormie

Painting of the day:

Paul Delvaux
La Venus Endormie ~ 1944

Tate Gallery
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Byzantine discussions at Majority Rights
Monocausalism again!

Now that I’ve been called Jew for the third
time, this occasion for rejecting conspiracy
theories such as those imagined about

John F. Kennedy’s assassination (in an Occidental Observer
thread where I also dared to mention 9/11 in the context of
Holocaust denialism/revisionism), a comment at Majority Rights
on the single Jewish-cause hypothesis caught my attention.

Precisely the Majority Rights writer who last year labeled me
“Jew” in a featured article for my skepticism about 9/11 conspiracy
theories (search “J Richards” in this entry) has been given admin
powers at Majority Rights. A couple of days ago he abused such
powers and deleted a comment of someone who hilariously
scoffed at Richards’ monocausalism.

Admin powers to a single Jewish causer, at a major nationalist
site? What a shame…

Since I think in Spanish, my dominion of the English language is
but a fraction of the mastery of the English language that you can
read at Majority Rights. Yet I would never, ever exchange my
simple, straightforward honesty for the pointless sophistication
that in Spain we label as discusiones bizantinas (in reference to
the pointless, ultra-sophisticated theological discussions in
ancient Constantinople).

What’s the point of authoring in-depth articles on Heidegger’s
ontology while at the same time you believe in conspiratorial
nonsense that any High Scholl kid can debunk by merely reading
Skeptical Inquirer? Take a look at the Occidental Observer thread
on the Holocaust I referred to above and search for my recent
aggregations to see what I mean.
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The Death of Chatterton

Painting of the day:

Henry Wallis
The Death of Thomas Chatterton ~ 1856

Tate Gallery
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Alex Linder today

Listen to today’s interview: here
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On ostriches and real men
Greg Johnson on the Holocaust:

1. White Nationalists need to deal with the Holocaust
just as we need to deal with the Jewish Question in
general.

It is futile to focus on White advocacy alone and ignore
the Jews. Quite simply, the Jews will not return the
favor. You might not pick Jews as the enemy, but they
will pick you. You might wish to see Jews as Whites, but
Jews see themselves as a distinct people. Thus they see
any nationalism but their own as a threat.

2. It is futile for White Nationalists to ignore the
Holocaust, for the Holocaust is one of the principal tools
by which Jews seek to stigmatize White ethnic pride and
self-assertion. As soon as a White person expresses the
barest inkling of nationalism or racial consciousness, he
will be asked “What about the Holocaust? You’re not
defending genocide, are you?”

The Holocaust is specifically a weapon of moral
intimidation. It is routinely put forward as the worst
thing that has ever happened, the world’s supreme evil.
Anybody who would defend it, or anything connected to
it, is therefore evil by association. The Holocaust is
evoked to cast uppity Whites into the world’s deepest
moral pit, from which they will have to extricate
themselves before they can say another word. And that
word had better be an apology. To borrow a turn of
phrase from Jonathan Bowden, the Holocaust is a moral
“cloud” over the heads of Whites.

So how can White Nationalists dispel that cloud? We
need an answer to the Holocaust question. As a New
Rightist, the short answer is simply this: the New Right
stands for ethnonationalism for all peoples—what Frank
Salter terms “universal nationalism.” We believe that
this idea can become hegemonic through the
transformation of culture and consciousness. We believe
that it can be achieved by peaceful territorial divisions
and population transfers. Thus we retain the values,
aims, and intellectual framework of the Old Right.
Where we differ is that we reject Old Right party
politics, totalitarianism, imperialism, and genocide.

The idea of ethnonationalism is true and good,
regardless of the real and imagined crimes, mistakes,
and misfortunes of the Old Right. Thus we feel no need
to “deny,” minimize, or revise the Holocaust, just as the
New Left felt no need to tie its projects to “Gulag
revisionism.”

The above are only the first paragraphs of a long article at The
Occidental Observer. I would recommend reading it all: a sound
answer to, say, Carolyn Yeager’s stance on the Holocaust.

However, I must take issue with Johnson’s “We believe that it can
be achieved by peaceful territorial divisions and population
transfers.” Besides the fact that lots of Jews were very probably
murdered in the Second World War the following is what, like the
ostriches, most nationalists are still unwilling to see:

1. The dollar will crash soon

2. With all probability the crash will cause high-rocketing
unemployment, riots, looting and eventually famine in some
places

3. Unlike New Orleans after Katrina, the tension won’t be solved
soon after the crash. On the contrary: racial tension in the most
ethnically “enriched” cities will escalate throughout the US

4. To boot, in due time the racial clash will converge with a peak
oil crisis that, by the end of the century, has a chance of killing
the surplus of worldwide population created as a result of
quixotic Christian ethics (“Billions Will Die—We Will Win!”)

The reason I believe that most nationalists’
reactionary, non-revolutionary stance
hides the head in the sand is because in the
coming tribulation very few will care about
“totalitarianism, imperialism or genocide”

as the bourgeoisie of today care. With all probability, during the
convergence of catastrophes nationalists will be ruthless survivors
committed to the 14 words and no more to Christian ethics. As I
put it elsewhere, “the future is for the bloodthirsty, not for the Alt
Righters.”

Granted: Johnson’s piece is otherwise excellent, a must-read for
conservative nationalists who are still struggling with guilt and
anti-white sentiments inculcated by the tribe. But unlike Johnson
and the other ostriches I agree with Mark that the situation for our
people is so dire that, with the help of Mother Nature, only a
scorched-Earth policy has any chance of success. This is why these
days I am reproducing, and will continue to reproduce, the articles
of William Pierce: the only intellectual who has dared to write
openly and unabashedly about exterminationist pro-whitism—
exterminationism with or without the help of Nature.

Even those nationalists who very strongly disagree with us on
moral grounds ought to open their minds. They have closed minds
because they still have to live for decades in a city plagued with
non-white swarms and almost no whites (as I have). You must
open your minds about the coming collapse of the dollar and the
subsequent peak-oil crisis. Please take your heads off the sand!
After all, any of this could potentially unleash a racial crisis of
truly biblical proportions even considered as an independent
factor. I believe Guillaume Faye will be proven right: the
convergence of catastrophes will mark “the metamorphic rebirth
of Europe or its disappearance and transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile Luna Park.”

Johnson and the rest of nationalists who are unwilling to see the
storm that is coming are like the tender-hearted women who lie
weeping and mourning, awaiting the results of the coming fighting
in Jacques-Louis David’s Oath of the Horatii:

We on the other hand are like the three brothers expressing
loyalty and solidarity with Rome before battle, wholly supported
by the father and willing to sacrifice our lives (and millions, if not
billions of other lives) for the good of our people.
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Allegorical theme

Painting of the day:

Johann Heinrich Füssli
Allegorical theme ~ 1783

Tate Gallery
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline
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Madison Grant

Mainstream media
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Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
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Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther
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Materialism /
capitalism
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Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization
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Michael O'Meara
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Norman Rockwell

North America
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Russia

Russian Revolution
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Second World War
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Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)
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Ukraine
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Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)
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Universalism
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Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin
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Voltaire
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Ward Kendall
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White-slave trade
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Wikipedia
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William Shakespeare
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Women
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Zeus
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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